
 

 

VACANCY CONSULTANT FACILITIES 

 
About Groenewout 

Groenewout is a leading logistics consultancy firm focused on the development 

and implementation of logistics and supply chain operations.  

 

Our customers range from medium-sized enterprises to multinationals. We are 

active throughout the whole of Europe, although a significant proportion of our 

projects are connected to the Benelux region.  

 

Our offices are in Breda. For more details of our areas of specialization and for 

references, please see our website: www.groenewout.com.  

 

Consultant facilities 

Groenewout offers you the unique opportunity to participate in the entire 

process, from design up to the implementation of a European logistics 

operation. Within the projects, you have a large degree of independence and 

responsibility. This guarantees plenty of variety, since you are active within 

many different companies and sectors.  

 

You are assured of developing new knowledge and expertise thanks to your 

colleagues, who between them have more than 150 years of logistics and 

supply chain-related experience. Their backgrounds vary from mathematics, 

business engineering and logistics to civil engineering. The salary and benefits 

package reflects the level of the position and includes a profit-sharing and 

bonus scheme. 

 

Role 

You are directly involved in the design and realization of (European) 

distribution centers and fulfillment centers for nationally and internationally 

leading companies. You work together with clients to prepare specifications 

and advise them on the right decisions. Click here for Groenewout project 

references.  

 

You put your financial and technical expertise to good use in negotiations 

with project developers. During the construction phase, you monitor the 

project developer and/or contractor to ensure that our customer receives the 

agreed standard of quality.  

 

Internally, you are also involved in logistics studies, whereby you contribute to 

discussions about the internal logistics layout from a construction perspective. 

Within such a team, you are responsible for ensuring that the technical 

construction aspects of the building are in line with the interior plans so that 

sprinklers, lighting and floor loads, for example, are optimally aligned with the 

logistics equipment such as racking. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.groenewout.com/
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Requirements 

The preferred candidate is an enthusiastic individual with an educational 

background (Bachelor or University degree) in mechanical and/or electrical 

engineering or equipment installation. However, we also invite applications 

from candidates with a background in civil engineering or construction.  

 

You have several years of experience as a multidisciplinary project manager in 

the construction sector or as designer/engineer at an engineering firm. Project 

management is second nature to you. Experience with logistics and/or 

manufacturing facilities is a clear advantage. But even without this experience, 

we invite candidates to respond.  

 

In view of our international client base you have an excellent standard of 

proficiency in Dutch and English, both orally and written, which enables you to 

express your thoughts with the necessary conviction. Furthermore, a good 

level of proficiency in the German language is an advantage. A professional, 

commercial mindset is essential. 

 

Are you interested: 

If you are interested send us your resume with a brief assertion as to why you 

are the right person. Any questions? Please contact Mari van Kuijk, Managing 

Consultant & Partner, +31 76 - 533 04 40.  

 

Please send your resume/CV to:  

Mrs. Inge Tunderman, Office Manager, mail@groenewout.com. 

https://www.groenewout.com/medewerker/mari-van-kuijk/
mailto:mail@groenewout.com

